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COMMENT

Islamic Business

Ethics

Is it naive for Islamic businessmen
to behave ethically in a globally
competitive environment?
thics may be defined as
Within a business context,
a set of moral principles what specific standards of conthat distinguish right
duct should a company follow?
J from wrong. It is a norWhat is a Muslim businessman's
mative field because it prescribes responsibility to internal and
what one should do or abstain
external stakeholders?
from doing. Business ethics, someAlthough a firm's top executimes referred to as management tives may exhibit exemplary ethiethics or organisational ethics,
cal behaviour, how can middlesimply limits its frame of referand lower-level managers be
ence to organisations.
encouraged to behave in a largeThe term most closely related ly ethical manner? What are the
to ethics in the Qur'an is khuluq. guidelines that would ensure conThe Qur'an uses a whole array of sistent ethical behaviour in a
terms to describe the concept of Muslim business?
goodness: khayr (goodness), birr
Everyday, individuals face
(righteousness), qist (equity), 'adl ethical issues at work, and rarely
(equilibrium and justice), haqq know how to deal with them. A
(truth and right), ma'ruf (known recent review of articles published
and approved), and taqwa (piety). in the Wall Street Journal uncovPious actions are described as sal- ered a whole array of issues being
ihat and impious actions are faced by employees: stealing,
described as sayyi'at.
lying, fraud and deceit, just to
In secular societies interpreta- mention a few. Surveys, both in
tions are based upon contempo- the USA and internationally,
rary and often transient values reveal rampant unethical behavand standards, whereas in Islam iour in businesses. For instance, a
the Shariah and the collection of recent survey of 2,000 major US
previous fiqh judgements guide
these values and standards.
... the result of these divergent
The result of these divergent
approaches is amazing: in the
approaches is amazing: at one
United States, at one time it was
time, it was legal and ethical in
legal and ethical to discriminate
the United States to discriminate
against women and minorities,
now, affirmative action laws make
against women and minorities,
it illegal to discriminate against
now, affirmative action laws make
these groups. By contrast, Islam
it illegal to discriminate against
has given women permanent and
unalienable rights, and has never
these groups. By contrast, Islam
discriminated against minorities
has given women permanent and
on any basis. For example, Abu
unalienable rights, and has never
Dharr reported that the Prophet
(peace be upon him) said to him,
discriminated against minorities
"You are not better than people
on any basis
with red or black skins unless you
excel them in piety."
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corporations revealed that the
following ethical problems
(arranged in order of importance)
concerned managers:
(1) drug and alcohol abuse
(2) employee theft
(3) conflicts of interest
(4) quality control issues
(5) discrimination in hiring and
promotion
(6) misuse of proprietary information
(7) abuse of company expense
accounts
(8) plant closings and lay-offs
(9) misuse of company assets
(10) environmental pollution.
Internationally, the ethical
values of businesses are also
deficient. In a survey of 300
companies across the worid, over
85% of senior executives indicated that the following issues were
among their top ethical concerns:
employee conflicts of interest,
inappropriate gifts, sexual harassment, and unauthorised payments.
In light of the above, is it
naive to expect a Muslim businessman to behave ethically in
this increasingly competitive
global environment? The answer
is a resounding NO!
In Islam, ethics governs all
aspects of life. The conditions for
everlasting success or falah in
Islam are the same for all
Muslims, whether in conducting
their business affairs or in carrying out their daily activiries.
Without specifying any situational context, Allah describes
people who attain success as
those who are "inviting to all
that is good {khayr), enjoining
what is right [ma'ruj] and forbidding what is wrong (munkar)." •

CONFERENCE
Islamic Economic

Model: La Riba (Interest-free)

Banking

A historical analysis outlining the
attributes of the Islamic economic
system and the fallacy of the dominant
interest based capitalist order

A

considerable body of
literature has appeared,
mostly in Islamic countries, on an alternative
economic system to that of the
West. In the developing world there
is increasing realization that the
interest-based capitalist system has
failed to solve the problem of
poverty and economic disparity.
Various solutions have been tried to
meet the economic needs of man,
but it has not yet been possible to
achieve a welfare society, free from
periodic recessions and depressions,
based on equal opportunity, balance between classes, and spirit of
cooperation rather that unbridled
competition and greed.
Whether in the capitalist system
or socialist system, man is the center
of the universe, directed by the basic
instincts. Following the renaissance,
a Euro-centric paradigm of civilization motivated by reason became
the cornerstone of all knowledge;
the concept of Divine inspiration
that had formed the basis of the
spiritual heritage was subjected to
close scrutiny. In science, Darwin's
theory of evolution and survival of
the fittest permeated intellectual
courses; in economics, technological
advancement, as measured by GNP,
became the hallmark of man's progress; in politics, democracy became
the creed of representative government rather than dictatorship.
The substitution of divine spiritualism, the common heritage of
mankind since Islam, by secularist
materialism has limited man's life
to satisfying the fundamental
human urges, bereft of any sense
of accountability before a creator

By A.H.Ahsani

The substitution of divine spiritualism,
the common heritage of mankind
since Islam, by secularist materialism
has limited man's life to satisfying the
fundamental human urges, bereft of
any sense of accountability before a
creator in the Hereafter. The prevailing civilization in the industrialized
West and the deprived developing
countries, which have been caught in
the maze of scientific and technological developmental Western model, are
suffering from political instability,
economic imbalance between rich and
poor, and social ills such as violence,
drugs and teenage pregnancy

in the Hereafter. The prevailing
civilization in the industrialized
West and the deprived developing
countries, which have been caught
in the maze of scientific and technological developmental Western
model, are suffering from political
instability, economic imbalance
between rich and poor, and social
ills such as violence, drugs and
teenage pregnancy.
Politically, the European postrenaissance system has drifted
from monarchy and oligarchy to
government, based on popular representation. Whether they are
Greek City states, consuls of Constantine's Roman Empire, Charlemagnes,
nation states of medieval Europe or
post-revolution democracies, their
common denominator has been the
quest for a decent living and security against attack by invaders.
3
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Feudal lords provided protection to tenants, levied taxes, supplied conscripts for army of the
Monarch. The church itself owned
land and worked in tandem with
feudal aristocracy and the monarchy. In the Middle Ages, on the
bidding of Church, armies were
raised to fight the Infidel, the
Muslims, leading to the crusades in
return for pay, bounty and reward
in the Hereafter. Although the
Christian army hated the Muslims,
contact between them during the
crusades had a great impact on the
European economy, political and
socio-cultural life.
In the post-renaissance period
Europe was swept by the wave of
supremacy of Men, as reason rather
than Divine Revelation became the
main tool of knowledge. Everything
from scripture to secular knowledge
- Astronomy, Geography, Mathematics, Medicine, Philosophy and
Physics became empirical in reasoning and experimentation. Nothing
existed unless it was tested by the
five senses.
In the history of Western
thoughts, the scholars relied for
inspiration on the Greek civilization, which had been unknown to
them till Arab Muslims translated
(and commented upon) Greek
works. Under Alfonso the Third,
the academy named after him carried on this conversion and transmission of knowledge from Toledo
in Spain from where books were
taken all over Europe during the
11th - 13th century. James Barker's
The Day the Universe Changed was
televised, and suggested that
Andalus acted as a bridge between
February
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Greek civilization and Europe. In
fact, ironical though it may seem,
original Greek works were taken by
scholars from Istanbul, when it was
conquered by Mohammad the conqueror in 1458, to Bologna in Italy;
till then only Arabic translations
were available to Europe.
In turn, the Greeks owed much to
earlier civilizations: Assyrians,
Babylonians, Chaldions, Chinese,
Egyptians, Indians; this prognosis by
Martin Bernal in Black Athena
angered many western scholars who
see Greeks as the precursors of western civilization, ignoring the debt
Greeks owed to earlier civilizations.
Similarly, the West rarely acknowledges the contribution of Arabs in
heralding renaissance in Europe.
Knowledge is a continuum, but not
to a vast majority in the West. On
the contrary, the West has tended to
look with disdain on Arab Muslims,
considering them as retrogrades.
There has been a prevalent ignorance of the fact that Al-Bemni in
10th century, much earlier than
Galileo proved that the Earth
revolved around the Sun. Avicenna's
(Ibn-i-Sina) canon was taught in
Europe for 200 years; Averros (Ibni-Rushd) is considered very popular
in Europe for his philosophical commentaries on Aristotle; IbneKhaldun is considered the father of
sociology; Al-Khwarzami (for algorithms) and Al-Jabr-wal-Muqabla
heralded modem mathematics with
Arabic numerals replacing Latin
numbers; in astronomy, many
names of stars are Arabic in origin.
Likewise, Al-Kindi as geographer
and Al-beruni as mathematician
measured the circumference of the
Earth with greater precision than
Ptolemy; Al-Zahravi as gynecologist
and Ibne-Haitham as the father of
optics, have made lasting contributions to the sciences. Chemistry is
derived from the Arabic branch of
learning known as "Al-Kimia";
Algebra from
"Al-Jabr-WalMuqabla", and as a final example,
Al-Idrisi was a great geographer who
prepared the Atlas of the world.
Nine hundred years before
Columbus, a West African Muslim
King of Mali sent expeditions to
4
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explore what lies beyond the
Atlantic Ocean which reached the
Caribbean. An Arabic translation,
confirming the discovery of America
by West African Muslims long
before Columbus has been found. Al
Omari, the historian documented this
historical fact. Likewise, Spain was
first explored during the time of
Othman, the third Caliph. He sent
Oqba Bin Naji to Spain with instructions to reach Constantinople overland. But the Berber tribes stopped
his passage and further expeditions
were discontinued.
Andalus served as a bridge for
the transfer of learning from Arabia
into Europe, leading to renaissance
in this region. At an International
Conference on Islamic Spain at
Lahore in 1991, tributes were paid to
the contribution made to the West
by Arab Muslims. The scientific,
technological
and
economic
advances in the West, since the
renaissance, accompanied by political and intellectual development,
have not made man a happy being
or the present society more egalitarian and just. Plagued by socio-economic ills the West is bewildered as
attempts are made to solve these
problems as was evident from the
advocacy of family virtues by
Republicans who upon that platform, won the 1994 congressional
elections.
In national economies, sustained
economic progress has lead to
economies heating, giving rise to an
increase in interest rates in an
attempt to curb inflation; the risk
always remains that the pendulum
may swing in the other direction recession. To overcome the economic ills of the West, another economic
model is needed, especially in the
wake of the failure of the socialist
model. In that sense, Fukuyame's
End of History is at best a flawed
proclamation about the victory of
Capitalism as the panacea for all ills
afflicting modem society, i.e. the
ecological disasters, green house
effect, pollution, and prospects of
nuclear winter. These are attributed
to unbridled industrialization and
urbanization with their concomitant
effects in social fields.
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The alternative is the Islamic
(interest free) financing system postulated by Islam and practiced for a
long time before the Western interest-based system played havoc with
the world's economy. Interest is
banned in the Old Testament of the
Bible and the Quran considers interest as war on Allah. In the Islamic
economic system, money is a medium of exchange; not-to-be transacted on, be it for home mortgage,
credit card, car purchase, and the
like. In the Western economic model,
the consumer society, based on
instant gratification, has placed a
heavy burden of debt on the individual and community, being passed on
to future generations.
To obviate these ills, the Islamic
system uses financial instmments
such as Mudaraba, Musharaka, and
Ijara etc:
* The Mudaraba is a partnership
between the provider of capital and
worker; both agree to share profits
on an agreed basis while the loss is
borne by the former as the worker
loses his labor. The messenger of
Allah (MPBUH) used this form of
trade with the capital of Khadijah
(his wife).
* In the case of Musharaka, the
shareholders in a joint stock company share profits and losses, but the
management company which is
responsible for the day to day operations shares in profit while the loss
is home by the shareholders, with
the management losing their labor.
In the capitalist system the management company receives their fees
irrespective of profit or loss,
enabling them to acquire riches at
the expense of share holders which
is iniquitous. Eor instance, in stocks
and Mutual Funds, the holding company is paid finance charges, losses
notwithstanding. The Musharaka
concept is considered permissible in
Islam, as it entails a sharing in both
profits and losses.
* Ijara, is a form of leasing with
the user of machinery paying the
rent on the market value of the
machinery on a declining scale.
Apart from equipment and
machinery, leasing or Ijara is used in
the purchase of homes or cars, with
to be continued on page 12 »»
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COMMENT

Emergence

of Islamic venture Capital model in

Malaysia

Perbadanan Usahawan Nasional incorporates
PUNB Ventures Bhd to spearhead Islamic
based venture capital investments By Iszudin M. Amin

I

F there is one word that the
venture capital industry is
often associated with, it is
risk. This is because venture
capital is a process by which
investors fund businesses that are
risk-oriented and at early stages of
development.
Unsurprisingly, the mismatch
between high risk and the management of risk by venture capitalists is
one of the factors stifling the growth
of the venture capital industry. This
mismatch is reflected in the general
inclination of the local industry
towards mezzanine funding rather
than providing seed capital for
start-ups.
To a large extent, the industry
has not taken off extensively
because the stock market and the
banking system fulfilled demand for
funds. Now that the economy is
gaining momentum, the venture
capital industry, especially with the
emergence of Islamic venture capital, can play a more significant role
in nurturing small-and mediumscale industries.
In line with that, Perbadanan
Usahawan Nasional Berhad (PUNB)
incorporated PUNB Ventures Bhd
(PUNB Ventures). It was created to
spearhead Islamic-based venture capital investments. PUNB chief executive officer Ahmad Zukni Johari elaborates on the new model and how it
affects the structure of PUNB.
Q: How will PUNB segregate its
financing/investments through the

will be maintained. The objective of
PUNB Ventures is to invest in business ventures using a disciplinary
method of venture capital investment and Islamic principles to
obtain equity and optimum returns.
At the same time, it also aims to
nurture Bumiputera entrepreneurs
by providing entrepreneur development, corporate monitoring and
advisory and equitable financial
assistance packages.

A: PUNB has formed a whollyowned subsidiary, PUNB Ventures
Berhad (PV), to undertake the operations of the new financial model,
where a totally separate set of books
6
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Is there an option to convert existing conventional methods of financing to that of the new financial
model?

How will PUNB Ventures operate?

Besides the expected initial seed
capital of about RMS million from
PUNB, PUNB Ventures is likely to
raise funds through private (institutions and individuals) investments
locally and abroad, based on the
concept of Mudharabah. The funds
raised will subsequently be invested
through partnership (Mushyarakah),
diminishing partnership (Mushyarakah
Mutanaqisah), leasing facility
(Ijarah), deferred payment sales
(Murabahah) and deferred delivery
sales (Istisna'). However, the disbursement of funds will be subjected
to a thorough due diligence process
and approving levels. In the event
that an existing investee company
plans to convert its financial package into that of the new financial
model, it will have to undergo the
same stringent evaluation process.
PUNB Ventures will undertake to
establish a calendar of responsibilities, adhere to its legal obligations
and monitor and value add its
investments.

conventional method and the new
financial model?

to a set of examinations of skill,
managerial ability, withholding
capacity and level of commitment.
These tests are the basis for PUNB
Ventures to determine the level of
financing to be given as well as to
the type of Islamic instmments or
contracts to be applied.

In all new applicarions or conversions, the new financial model will
require two sets of stringent evaluation processes: pre-investment and
post-investment. Pre-investment evaluation requires identificafion of
potential entrepreneur ventures, performing financial and non-financial
due diligence, valuing the deal and
stracturing it according to PUNB
Ventures' objective of developing
successful entrepreneurs (Al-Amin)
by using a disciplinary method of
venture capital approach to achieve
good retums.
Post-investment
evaluation
entails the calender of events agreed
upon and spelt out in the term sheet
and subsequent agreements. This
includes business development partnering which defines the role of
each party in the management and
operation of the business, solely for
the purpose of adding value. On an
on-going basis, PUNB Ventures will
maintain close contact with the
company to provide assistance and
services, and attend board meetings
and major functions.

What are the parameters used in
the evaluation process?

Besides undergoing a rigorous risk
evaluation and financial tests to
gauge their viability and strength,
entrepreneurs will also be subjected
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If a company fails the evaluation
the first time, does it mean it is not
eligible for the new financial model?

No as the new financial model is
based on Islamic principles, everyone

is treated fairly and equally. If the
failure is due to the non-viability of
the said project, It will automatically
be rejected. However, if it is due to
the entrepreneur's own inadequacy
in managing the project, the entrepreneur will be subjected to further
guidance and training from PUNB
Ventures or PUNB, until such time
when the entrepreneur meets all the
requirements. The proposal will then
be considered for financing.

tion of Riba' and Gharar free and
fair contract, everything will be discussed and agreed upon up-front in
clear terms. In the same vein, the
meaning of sharing is applied in the
true sense of the word and in all
aspects of business undertaking sharing of not only profits and losses, but also of credit and business
risks, and of responsibilities and
accountabilities. No party, at any
particular point in time, will lose or
gain more than the other.

Will PV place its nominees in the
investee company? If so, who will
represent PV and what Is the level
of involvement in the management
and/or decision-making process of
the investee company?

Yes, PUNB Ventures will place its
nominees in the investee company.
As executives, they will be very
much involved in the decision-making process. Nominee directors in
the investee company will be selected based on their experience and
expertise, as well as contributions
they can make to the business.
What is the plus point of the new
financial model compared to conventional method of financing, other
than being free of Riba' and Gharar?

The most important ingredient is the
contract for both parties to genuinely undertake business and development partnering at all levels. In the
true sense of partnering, they will
together nurture and develop the
company and seek new business
opportunities. Under the concept of
Al-Ghunm bi al-Gurm, profits
and/or losses are closely associated
with and dependent on risk and thus
would be shared equally. In this
regard, the concept of risk-sharing
will promote equality and fairness
between both business partners.
Who will benefit the most from the
new financial model?

In the new financial model, both
parties should no longer be using
the language of debtor/borrower
relationships but instead, accept a
more universally known concept of
genuine joint-venture partnership.
Since the new financial model is
fundamentally built on the founda-

How will PUNB Ventures exit its
investments?

PUNB Ventures' exit strategy is not
only flexible in nature but also more
equitable and offers a win-win situation. The exit mechanism includes:
• Sale to a third party by private
arrangement or through merger
and acquisition;
• Sale back to the company,
through management buy-outs,
employee stock ownership plans
or put/call options;
• Sale to an investor - corporate
investing partner;
• Initial public offer (IPO);
• Setting up of a closed-end fund; or
• Decreasing equity participation
(Mushyarakah Mutsnaqisah).
As a proactive investment company,
PUNB Ventures' exit strategy is
complemented up-front by having a
viable business plan and high share
value scheme. The exit mechanism's
target return in a specified time
frame, for example five years, will
average about 15 per cent.

What are the security features of
the new financial model?

In ensuring a win-win situation for
the investments, PUNB Ventures will
provide the financing and management assistance while the entrepreneur will assure PV of sufficient
security, such as the management
contract, key-man takaful, business
plans, founders' shares and/or other
forms of necessary collateral. However, since there is active risk-sharing
in Islamic economic principles, security will normally be in the form of
having the right partner and enjoying
a deep mutual trust and confidence in
each other. Practising corporate governance and high ethical values contribute to a great partnership.
How does the new financial model
address the issue of monitoring its
investments, which is often regarded as interference to the business?

There is always a risk element in a
business and in the case of the new
financial model the risk element is
shared between PV and the entrepreneur in a proportion agreed upon
by both parties up-front, after a due
evaluation. In the new financial
model, monitoring is considered as
adding value to the investment, and
must not be viewed in isolation but
in totality as the main objective of
any investment to make profit.
Does the new model finance working capital, especially for cyberpreneurs who do not have collateral
but only Ideas?

Financing for working capital is
considered under the Ijarah (leasing
facility) and Istisna' (deferred delivery sales). This is dependent on the
kind of business and the state of the
company. It will be treated on a
case-by-case basis. The new financial model has taken into consideration the fact that the non-collateral
financing for a viable idea may be
converted someday into tangible
asset and financing is done through
funds allocated by PUNB Ventures.
The latter will risk a small fund for
this purpose and if the idea is found
to be viable, PUNB Ventures is prepared to patent and proceed with the
project. •

How do you categorise the company
into the different schemes available?

To determine the level of participation
by PUNB Ventures, placement of category for the company is very much
dependent on the entrepreneur and the
nature of the company's business. The
objective of PUNB Ventures is to
develop genuine Bumiputera entrepreneurs in high-technology industries
using Islamic-based venture capital
financing. However, there are several
stages of participation for every round
of funding with different evaluation
approaches - seed stage, start-up
stage, first stage, second stage, third
stage and mezzanine stage.
7
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because of the conflict of interest
in such a transaction. This is on the
assumption that the 2 parties to the
chase goods on their behalf and
transaction
were aware at the point
resell them on a deferred payof
conception
that the transaction
ment basis. In such a situation the
would take the form described in
title of the goods will pass on to
your question. That both banks
Bank A on the payment of the
were aware and in agreement from
purchase price but the goods will
the beginning that Bank B would
be held in trust for Bank A by
be an agent and ultimate purchasBank B.
er of the goods in question.
Bank A will thereafter sell the
goods to Bank B on deferred payThe following example should
ment terms and title of goods
clarify this point. Where C pays D
passes on to Bank B. However,
say £100,000 to purchase goods on
Bank B acts as the agent and also
C's behalf, title to the goods passes
the ultimate purchaser of the
to C but physical possession
goods, Bank B will not charge any
remains with D. D then buys the
brokerage fees on the transaction.
goods from C at say £120,000 on
Is this permissible under Muradeferred payment terms. In this
baha sales? I feel that due to
scenario, the goods do not move to
conflict of interest there is an
C's physical possession. Also, withelement of uncertainty or suspiout any risk whatever, C is guarancion on the transaction.
teed a profit of £20,000. There is
M.C.M Uvaim, therefore the suspicion that the
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia profit is actually usury i.e as if D in
fact borrows £100,000 from C and
pays
back £120,000 after a period
The transaction described in this
of
time
using the goods as a camquestion seems to fall under the
ouflage
for this transaction.
class of contracts referred to as
Murabaha sales to the party authoTo go back to the question, the
rizing the purchase (bay' al- suspicion is compounded by the
murabaha li al-amir bi al-shira) fact that Bank B charges no broand remains a controversial topic kerage for its role as agent. This
in Islamic jurisprudence.
would suggest ordinarily that Bank
A is primarily Interested in the proThe issues that arise are as follows: ceeds of the deferred payment sale
The murabaha transaction is itself and not in the ownership of the
lawful. So is a transaction involving goods. In addition to the uncerdeferred payment. Unfortunately, in tainty (shubha) relating to usury,
this and similar cases the transac- this type of transaction has faced
tions are not arms-length transac- other criricisms from Jurists:
tions and there is a suspicion that
i) If the deferred payment
in fact what is intended is usury agreement is concluded simultane(riba) and not sale (bay'). "Whereas ously with the agency contract,
Allah hath permitted trade and for- then from day one Bank A has sold
bidden usury" [Quran 2:275].
the goods to B. But at that point
The uncertainty arises primarily Bank A does not own the goods. So
If Bank A appoints Bank B as its

agent in a foreign country to pur-
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Bank A is selling what it does not
own, contrary to the injunction of
the Prophet (SAW) in the Hadith "Do not sell that which you do not
possess."
ii) it has also been argued that
the transaction is an instance of
two sales in one (bay'atani fi
bay'in) which was also prohibited
by the Holy Prophet (SAW). The
argument is that B is simultaneously buying goods on behalf of A and
buying the same goods from A.
Some Jurists have argued that
these arguments are not valid.
Prominent amongst them is the
Egyptian scholar Dr Yusuf AlQardawi, who argues that such a
transaction is in fact two separate
contracts - (a) a purchase (or as in
this case, agency) contract where A
is the purchaser of the goods, and
(b) a commitment by B to enter
into a deferred payment purchase
agreement with Bank A once the
goods are bought. So only one sale
is concluded on day one. Bank B is
however bound to honour its
promise in religion and in law to
enter into the second sale.
Other Jurists argue that so long
as B is bound by religion or law to
enter into a contract, the contract
is in effect concluded. The only
way out is for Bank B's commitment not to be binding on either
party so that Bank A runs a risk in
committing its funds to the purchase of the goods.
This appears to be the position
favoured by the Sudanese scholar
Ahmed Ali Abdallah in his book
"Murabaha". It also seems to us to
be the safer option as it frees the
transaction from elements of suspicion and uncertainty. This is all
the more important bearing in
mind the Holy Prophet (SAW)'s
injunction in the Hadith narrated
by Nu'man b. Bashir "Halal is evident and Haram is evident.
Between these two are things
uncertain whose status is not
known to many people. He who
avoids these uncertain things protects his religion and faith. He who
plunges into them plunges into
haram...."
And Allah knows best.

Sale by an Uncommissioned
Agent

There is a lot of difference of
opinion relating to the charging
of penal rate in the event a c u s -

A client approached a finance

tomer who has been extended a

house indicating his intention to

Murabaha loan fails to settle the

buy certain merchandise. Before

instalments on the specified due

the finance house bought the

dates. It is said that the amount

merchandise, the documents

collected be given to charity.

arrived which showed that the

Accordingly, is it permissible

exporter had shipped the mer-

under Shariah to include the f o l -

chandise. Thereafter the mer-

lowing clause in the Murabaha

chandise arrived in the name of

agreement:

the finance house. Is it lawful to

"In the event of default the Bank

complete the murabaha process?

will have to be compensated for

The Board's opinion is that the
Finance house should not purchase
the merchandise, this is so as to
distance itself from anything dubious. For the reason that the deal as
described would have the finance
house act as nothing more than a
bank roller.

any delay in settlement on the
agreed due date which will be
considered as past due and
applied on such overdue amounts
to a charge of 1 2 % per annum at
the bank's sole discretion".
I hold the view that in Islam what
is haram for one person cannot
be made halal for another person,
as there are no double standards
adopted in Islam. I shall be grate-

What is the Shariah ruling on

ful to have the views of IIBI

buying and selling shares. I would

Shariah scholars.

like to know whether it is halal or
haram.

Mebs Elahi

Shares represent a specific ownership stake in a company and to
that extent the buying and selling
of shares is simply a means of
investing in enterprises. The price
at which shares are traded, if determined by the market, reflects a
market valuation of the company,
even though this is not always necessarily backed by the real value of
the company's assets. The Sharia
encourages investment in enterprises and this can naturally take
the form of investment through the
stock exchange. However a Muslim
is bound to ensure that his investment is in halal enterprises like
automobiles, energy, telecoms,
food and non-alcoholic beverages
etc. Areas to be shunned include
alcohol, gambling, usury etc. It is
evident that in many of the modern
economies halal activity is mingled
with haram, advice to the Muslim
investor is to exercise due diligence
and acquaint himself with the
focus and main lines of business of
the company before investing.

M.C.M Uvaim
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Under the Murabahah financing
once a price has been fixed at the
time of entering into the agreement by both parties it cannot be
increased. The issue that then
arises is what happens when the
client defaults in payment. Where
the defaulter has genuinely
defaulted and has a genuine
excuse for example poverty, a
penalty cannot be imposed and no
fine imposed, instead a grace
period should be given until such
a time as he is able to pay. The
Qur'an has expressly stated "And if he the Debtor is short of
funds, then he must be given
respite until he is well off."
(2:280)
With regards to the defaulter
who deliberately exploits the situation and refuses to pay at due
date and he can afford it, the
issue that arises is whether a fine
or additional payment can be
imposed on the defaulter and paid
into a charitable fund.
As it has been rightly pointed
out there is a difference of opin9

ion relating to a penalty being
imposed at the time of default.
Some contemporary scholars
believe that if nothing is charged
from defaulters, it may be a
greater incentive for a dishonest
person to default continuously. It
has been the practice by some
Islamic financial institution that
some amount of money be paid
into a charity fund and to insert a
condition at the time of entering
into the murabahah transaction.
That in the event of default at due
date, the defaulter will pay a
specified amount to a charitable
fund maintained by the bank.
They also state that no part of this
amount shall form part of the
income of the bank, however all
amounts credited shall be exclusively used for purely charitable
purposes approved by the
Shariah.
The Holy Prophet (SAW) has
condemned the person who delays
the payment of his dues without a
valid cause. In one of his Hadith
Holy Prophet (SAW) said - "The
well off person who delays the
payment of his debt, subjects himself to punishment and disgrace".
According to Maliki jurists, if a
defaulter is asked to pay an additional amount it is contrary to the
Shariah as it amounts to charging
interest.
And Allah knows best.

NewHORIZON welcomes
Questions related to Islamic
finance from individuals and
Financial institutions
if you have a question
please write to the Editor,
at

16 Grosvenor Crescent
London S W l X 7EP, UK
Tel+44 171 245 0404 ext 21
Fax+44 171 245 9769
icis@iibi.demon.co.uk
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IIBI DISCUSSION FORUM
The Economic

Challenge

for the

Ummah

At the International Conference of the World Muslim Congress

Justice Taqi Osmani addresses the basic
economic problems facing Muslims
"|| he nineteenth century was Muslim countries on others. Most
a century of political of them have and are borrowing
oppression whereby the huge amounts from the rich
powerful Western nations Western countries. Some countries
enslaved most of the Asian and are incurring these heavy interestAfrican nations including a large bearing loans not only for the
development projects, but also for
number of Muslim countries.
their
day-to-day expenses, and
The 20th century witnessed the
what
is
more serious, for the paygradual independence of these
ment
of
interest accrued on their
countries from Western imperialprevious
loans
which keeps the size
ism. However, despite our apparent
of
their
indebtedness
ever-increassuccess in achieving the goal of
political liberty, we have not suc- ing through a vicious circle.
Dependency on foreign loans
ceeded in acquiring independence
on intellectual, economic and is the basic disease of our econostrategic levels. That is why the my that has not only shattered
Muslim Ummah is yet to reap the our economic life, but has also
devastated our self-determination
fruits of its political freedom.
Now the Muslim world is look- and has forced us to submit to the
ing toward the new millenium with demands of our creditors, somehope that it will bring for it total times, at the price of our collecindependence in the real sense, so tive interests. It is no secret that
the Muslims may find their due the creditors impose their own
place among the nations of the conditions before they advance a
world and may be free to live loan.
according to the Quran and the
These conditions keep us
Sunnah of the Prophet (Sall-Allahu under constant foreign pressure,
alayhi wa sallam).
often stop us from pursuing our
However, this hope cannot be own objectives and force us to
realized through wishful dreams. follow the policies dictated by
We will have to work hard for our others. The evil consequences of
total freedom even more than we dependence on foreign loans are
did for our political freedom. We too obvious to need any further
need a total revision of our strate- elaboration. Islamic teachings
gy, a well-considered plan, a col- consider "Indebtedness" as a
lective resolution, and a revolu- detestable phenomenon, which
tionary approach. In this paper, I should not be resorted to except
would like to confine myself to two in cases of extreme necessity. The
Prophet, Salla-Allahu alayhi wa
major issues.
sallam, even refused to offer the
funeral prayer for a person who
1. Self-imposed Dependence
died before paying back his loan.
It is common knowledge that
Moreover, Muslim jurists have
Ummah's basic economic problem discussed whether it is lawful for
stems from the dependence of the the ruler of a Muslim State to

T
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accept the gifts offered by a nonMuslim. The answer: It is lawful
only where the acceptance of gifts
does not result in any kind of
pressure against the interest of
the Ummah.
Islamic principles require that
the Muslims should avoid incurring foreign debts, even if they
face some hardships. But our present indebtedness was not created
by lack of resources. In fact,
Muslims have never been so
resource-rich. They own enormous
natural resources. They occupy
important strategic positions on
the globe. They are joined together
by a geographical chain from
Morocco to Indonesia, broken only
by India and Israel. They produce
nearly 50% of the oil of the worid.
They are said to account for more
than one third of the world's
export of raw material. What is
more, the cash they have invested
in the western countries alone may
be more than sufficient to set off
their total liabilities.
According to a recent report by
Islamic Development Bank, the
total external debt of the IDB member countries in 1996 amounted to
618.8 billion dollars. The deposits
and assets kept by Muslims in the
Western countries are said to be
much more than this amount.
Qbviously, there is no authentic
record of such deposits, because
their owners do not disclose them.
However, the economic experts
have estimated them to be between
800 and 1000 billion dollars, out of
which 250 billions are said to be
taken back by the Arabs to their
own countries after the Gulf War.

Practically it means that we are
borrowing a part of our own money
at a high rate of interest.
Even if these estimated figures
are taken to be exaggerated, one can
hardly deny the fact that had these
huge amounts been kept and properly used within the Muslim world,
the Ummah would have never
resorted to incur the debt of more
than six hundred billion dollars.
Our dependence on foreign
loans is self-imposed for which we
cannot blame anyone but ourselves. We did never probe in to the
factors underlying the flight of our
capital. We did never try to remove
those factors and instill confidence
in our own people. We could not
deliver ourselves from the corrupt
and oppressive system of taxation.
We were not able to create a peaceful atmosphere for investment. We
could not provide our countries
with stable political system. We did
not bother to create opportunities
for the sound utilization of capital
and, above all, we failed to mobilize the spirit of Islamic unity and
to activate the strength of the
Muslim Ummah as a whole.
The tragic situation cannot be
corrected by expensive celebrations that took place at the advent
of this new century. We will have
to take the challenge of time seriously. Our economic and political
leadership will have to find ways
and means to free us from dependence on foreign countries. We
already have the basic resources
for that. All we need is to design
new policies to utilize the wealth of
the Ummah within the Muslim
world, and to develop the concept
of Islamic brotherhood and mutual
understanding and cooperation.
The Quran says: "All the Muslims
are brothers." Quranic injunctions
and the Prophetic teachings require
that the Muslim Ummah should act
as a single body. The geographical
barriers should not divide them into
different nations with conflicting
objectives. The political boundaries
may only be tolerated for the internal administrative affairs of each
country, but all the Muslim countries
must have a united face at least with

Gone are the days when t e c h nical know-how was the

monopoly of a few Western

countries. Now, Muslim talent

is capable of at least handling

the immediate requirements of
the Ummah. What we need is

to seek this talent, and to put

it to the service of this Ummah

with a missionary zeal

reference to the common objectives
of the Muslim Ummah vis-+-vis the
rest of the world.
Gone are the days when technical know-how was the monopoly
of a few Western countries. Now,
Muslim talent is capable of at least
handling the immediate requirements of the Ummah. What we
need is to seek this talent, and to
put it to the service of this Ummah
with a missionary zeal.
But all this requires the unified
efforts from the leadership of our
countries. This is the biggest challenge faced by them. They must
meet it, not only for the betterment
of the Ummah, but for their own
survival. A great responsibility, in
this respect, lies on the shoulders of
OIC, which should take the initiative and create a Muslim talent
pool to design new policies for the
Ummah as a joint body.
2. Restricting Our Economic
Systems

The twentieth century has witnessed the rise of communism, the
conflict between capitalist and communist countries and lastly the fall
of communism. The capitalist
Western countries are celebrating
the fall of communism as if it was
an empirical evidence of their own
victory, not only on a political iront
but also on ideological plane. The
fact is, however, that communism
was based on an emotional reaction
against some evil consequences of
the capitalist economy, specially,
against the element of inequitable
distribution of wealth, which has
been experienced in the capitalist
countries throughout the centuries.
11
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The failure of communism was
not due to its justified criticism of
the evils of capitalism. Rather it
was caused by the inherent defects
of the alternative system suggested by it. The capitalist economies
still suffer from inequities in the
distribution of wealth. There is
still a large gap between the haves
and the have-nots and 'poverty in
the midst of plenty' is still the
major problem of their economy.
These are the real problems created by capitalism and unless they
are satisfactorily solved, it may
give birth to another reaction that
may be more aggressive than
communism.
The world, therefore, is badly in
need of a Third Economic System.
The Muslim Ummah can work out
this system based on the Islamic
norms. The economic principles
taught by the Quran and Sunnah of
the Prophet (Sall-AUahu alayhi wa
sallam) are quite capable of solving
the major economic problems faced
by the world today. While they
allow private ownership and market
economy, they also provide a well
considered system of distributive
justice, which may eliminate the
inequities and bring about a system
in which profit motive works with
the collective interest of the society.
The basic fault of communism
was that, frustrated with the
inequity of capitalism, it assailed
the very institutions of private
ownership and market forces and

developed a Utopian idea of

planned economy which was
unnatural, artificial and oppres-

sive. The denial of individual liberty curtailed the zeal for production

and the wide powers of the state

left the destiny of the people in the
hands of the ruling class.
It was neither private ownership nor the institution of market
forces that was the basic cause of
injustice in the capitalist system.
The basic factor for creating
inequities in the capitalist countries was the absence of a criterion
to differentiate between just and
unjust earnings. The instruments of
interest, gambling, speculative
transactions and the tools of
NewHORIZON
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exploiting immoral desires of the
consumers to secure huge profits
were allowed, which tend to create
monopolies and in turn paralyze
the forces of demand and supply or
at least obstruct their operation.
It is thus ironical that the capitalist theory on the one hand
asserts the principles of lassiezfaire but, on the other, by allowing
the aforesaid instruments, interferes with their natural function
and stops market forces from playing their due role by creating
monopolies that impose their arbitrary decisions on the bulk of the
common people.
The system of interest favors the
rich industrialists who benefit from
the wealth of the common people
who deposit their savings in the
bank, and after making huge profits
do not allow the common people to
share these profits except to the
extent of a fixed rate of interest that
is again taken back by them as it is
charged to the cost of production.
At macro level, it means that
these rich people always use the
money of depositors for their own
benefit and in reality pay nothing
to them because the interest payments are always added to the cost
of production. Similarly, gambling
is a major instrument for concentrating the wealth of thousands of
men in a few hands and for promoting the disastrous motive of
greed for the unearned income.
Speculative transactions are also a
major source of disturbing the natural market operations and contribute to the inequities in the distribution of wealth.
Islam not only allows market
forces but also provides mechanisms to keep them operative with
their natural force without their
being hindered by monopolies. It
applies two types of controls on the
economic activities.
* First, it subjects the process of
earning to certain divine injunctions, which clearly define the limits of Halal and Haram. These
injunctions tend to prevent monopolies and curb the unjust and
immoral earnings and commercial
activities detrimental to the collec12
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tive interest of the society. In the
context of modem economic needs
where the savings of the common
people are activated to boost development, the use of the Islamic
instmments such as Musharaka and
Mudaraba, instead of interest, may
make the common people directly
share the fmits of development
which may bring prosperity in a
balanced manner reducing the gap
between the rich and the poor.
* Second, the institution of
Zakat, Sadaqat, and certain other
financial obligations provide that
even the Halal income is again distributed to the persons who could
not cam enough due to insufficient
market opportunities. Through the
twin controls, the wealth is kept
under constant circulation and the
chances for its concentration are
almost eliminated.
But our main tragedy is that the
principles of Islamic economy are
still in theoretical form for which
no living example is available. The
Muslim countries have not tried to
stmcture their economy on Islamic
basis. Most of them are still following the capitalist system and that
too in a half-baked manner, which
has made the economic atmosphere
much worse than that of the developed capitalist countries. Sadly,
despite having the clear-cut Islamic
injunctions, the inequities existing
in Muslim countries are far more
severe than in the Western world.
This tragic situation cannot last
forever. If we are not prepared to
mend our ways, some natural
process of revolution is bound to
find its way. If we want to avoid
disastrous consequences of such
revolution, we'll have to restracture our economic system on the
basis of clear guidance provided by
the Qur'an and Sunnah. Our success in setting an example for
implementing the Islamic principles will be our best gift to the
human fraternity at the advent of
the new century. I hope that if the
principles of Islamic economy are
implemented sincerely, we'll find
the world more receptive to them
today than we experienced in the
past. •
Dhu al Qada 1420

«« continued from page 4
Islamic financing institution entering into separate agreements with depositors and users. For
example, if a loan of $100,000 is provided, the
tenant, not the owner, agrees to pay installments
of the loan over an agreed period. In addition,
the tenant or user pays rent, depending on the
market value, assessed annually, with the total of
investment and rent not exceeding the installment of loan under a mortgage system.
In the event of default, the house or car is not
seized, as is the capital system, and the tenant is
given a periodof grace beyond which a penalty
may be imposed to deter defaults. Thus, the
Islamic system works on the tradition of the
Prophet (pbuh): that the lender should provide a
period of grace affording the borrower every
opportunity to pay etc. It is more just and equitable than the capitalist system wherein the
lender must receive his pound of flesh. At the
same time, the debtor is encouraged to pay back
the loan; in case of death, it is paid before inheritance is divided.
In the case of Islamic banks they enter into
agreements with depositors which stipulate that
depositors will be paid a retum proportionate to
the profit or loss in the investment of their capital; the bank invests capital on agreed terms,
with a director of the bank sitting in the board
of directors of the joint venture, be it an industry or a trading company, and sharing profit as
well as loss. This is in sharp contrast to the
prevalent banking practices, charging fixed
interest against collateral, irrespective of the
profit or loss with depositors receiving fixed
interest in turn. Additionally, credit card companies, whether it is a company or a bank, charges
exorbitant interest, passing on a small percentage to depositors.
Besides interest free financing, the Islamic
system is also based on voluntary spending
(Sadaqa) or charity, gifts and donations to the
poor, needy, old, handicapped, wayfarers, war
veterans, widows, orphans, school, hospitals, in
addition to the compulsory payment of Zakat
(2.5%). The Quran exhorts Muslims to spend
whatever is surplus to their needs, ensuring circulation of wealth. Earning of reward in
Hereafter provides the incentive for spending on
the poor, rather than hoarding.
The Islamic system is gaining popularity,
given the concept of accountability in Hereafter,
the Islamic system, especially in the field of
Economics, may prove to be a harbinger of a
new era of welfare state - a Utopia - which has
been the unrealized dream of mankind. If man
realizes his tme station in life as vice-roy of God
on earth, he may make it a heaven of peace,
progress and harmony. •

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Central Bank of
The Islamic Republic of Iran
IS P L E A S E D TO P R E S E N T
The 10th Annual Conference on

Monetary 8: Exchange Policies
16th and 17th May 2 0 0 0

The Monetary Et Banking Research Academy (MBRA) of the Central Bank of the Islamic Republic of
Iran will be holding the 10th Annual Conference on Monetary and Exchange Policies on the entitled:

Appropriate Monetary and Exchange Policies for
Controlling Inflation and Reducing Unemployment
Topics include:
• Exchange and monetary policies, inflation and employment
• Monetary and banking policies and their role in
reducing unemployment and containing inflation
• External sector and investment: growth, inflation and employment
• Financial sector, capital market in Iran and
the questions of inflation and unemployment
• The Third five-year development plan of the Islamic Republic of Iran
• Privatisation and economic reforms in Iran:
Their impact on production, employment and inflation

Delegates who are interested in attending the conference should please contact the organisers at the
address below. Interested participants who wish to present papers in respect of any of the above
topics, should ensure that the abstract and full text of the papers reach the Conference Secretariat
by February 4 and March 10, 2000 respectively. The time for each lecture is limited to 45 minutes
followed by a panel discussion regarding your participation.
For further information please contact

Monetary and Banking Research Academy
PO Box 16765-1654
Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
Tel: (98 21) 2855607-2855608

•

Fax:(98 21) 2850457

Investors Bank E . C .
1998 Financial & B u s i n e s s A n a l y s i s

Key Information

"A new, well capitalized venture, with the potential to add real value to the Products and Services;
investment banking sector in GCC markets "
Privatization
Ownership and Legal Status

Investors Bank E C . was established in Bahrain as an exempt company on 26 October
1997 after it obtained an investment banking license from the Bahrain Monetary Agency.
The Bank commenced commercial operations on 15 June 1998, the date of the first
meeting of the founding shareholders.
Shareholders include International Investment Group - Kuwait; Kuwait Awqaf Public
Foundation, Kuwait; Pearl of Kuwait Real Estate Co.; Fahad Al Sultan and Sons and
financial institutions and individuals from Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, UAE and
Suhanate of Oman.

Direct Investments
Initial Public Offering (IPO)
Underwriting and Placements
Companies Turnaround
Securitization
Management Consultancy
Financial Consultancy
Advisory Services
Family Business Consultancy
Financial Position

At 31 December 1999 (US million)

The Year in Brief
Net profit for the period was US$1.53 million. This analysis covers the period from 26
October 1997 to 31 December 1998. However, operations only began after the first
meeting of shareholders took place on 15 June 1998. From that date to year-end, the Bank
earned income through investment of its paid up capital of US$ 30 million. Total revenues
earned were US$2.9 million, total expenses were US$0.96 million (including pre-operating
expenses of US$0,377 million. As the Bank has only just commenced operations, the
balance sheet shows little more than paid up share capital and US$1.38 million retained
earnings - Total Assets amount to US$35.7 million consisting of USSI4.8 million in cash
and equivalents, US$14.8 million in participations and US$5.8 million in Mudarabas.

Business Highlights

ASSETS
Cash & Equivalents
14.819
Participations
14.804
Mudarabas
5.843
Other Assets
0.194
Fixed assets
0.012
TOTAL 35.674
LIABILITIES and EQUITY
Payables
4.141
Share Capital
30.000
Statutory reserves
0.153
Retained Earnings
1.379
TOTAL 35.674

Investors Bank E.C. was formed to provide investors with investment banking services and
new financial products combining conventional investment banking expertise with a
fundamental understanding of Islamic Shari'a.
Board of Directors:
Sami Al Bader Al Jena'ai
With a Mission Statement stated "to be recognised as a leading global Islamic financial
(Chairman
and Managing Director)
institution", the Bank has the goals of
Abdul Mohsen Mohammed Al Othman
•
Pioneering Islamic financial engineering
(Vice Chairman)
•
Provision of distinguished financial and investment services in compliance with
Ahmed Aqeel Al Janahi
Islamic Shari'a principles
•
Encouraging regional capital to remain within GCC markets and to act as a
(Chief Executive)
conduit for inflow of international capital into the region
Ghassan Fahad Al Sultan
Abdulla Hassan Bu Hindi
•
Offering high quality GCC based assets
Sheikh Salman Dawood Al Sabah
Bader Sulaiman Al Jarrallah
After the first meeting of the founding shareholders in June 1998, the management team
Shari'a Board:
commenced the substantial work of building strong systems and procedures to ensure a
Shaikh Dr. Abdul Sattar Abu Ghuddah
strong foundation for the Bank.
Shaikh Dr. Ali Mohieddin Al
Quradaghi
A professional team of managers was identified and recruited, with a rich and diversified
Shaikh Dr. Mohamed Abdul Ghafar Al
experience including specific skills in the areas of direct investments, privatisations,
Sharif
advisory services, portfolio management. Initial Public Offerings, underwriting and
placements. Additionally, the Bank established strong strategic aUiances with financial
Statement of Income
institutions operating in the region to enhance its ability to offer a wide range of services to
(US$ milhon)
clients.
Subscription Fees
1.299
The Bank has identified a number of business opportunities and selective investment areas
with long term potential. These include banking and finance, telecommunications, health
care, Al takafiil (Islamic insurance) and real estate.
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Short Term Investments
& mudarabas
Dividend Income
Total Expenses

NET INCOME

1.099

0.164
0.959

1.533

Perwira

Affin

l\/lerchant

Bank

Berliad

1998 Financial & Business Analysis

Financial Trends

"A year of restructuring and consolidation with much reduced
revenues in a difficult external economic environment"
Ownership and Legal Status
Perwira Affin Merchant Bank Berhad is owned by Affm Holdings Berhad,
incorporated in Malaysia, with Lembaga Tabung Angkatan Tentera, a local statutory
body, as the ultimate holding corporation. The Bank had share capital of RM 187.5
million, with material holdings by PETRONAS via the Malaysian International
Shipping Corporation. The Bank has operated for some 29 years.

FX Conversion Rate

The Malaysian Ringgit exchange rate
against the US Dollar was fixed at 3.80 in
September 1998
Balance Sheet
At 31

December (RM

millions)

1998
Cast! & Short-term

1997

150.9

39.5

-

65.6

71.9

230.1

Funds
Deposits &
placements with
Financial Institutions

The Year in Brief

Dealing Securities

The Bank made a profit before taxation and zakat of R 1.7 million, substantially
below the 1997 figure of RM 18.3 million. However, after taxation and zakat, profit
for 1998 was RM 5.1 million, substantially higher than the 1997 figure of RM 0.9
million. This large difference is mainly due to the effects of taxation, a debit of RM
17.0 million in 1997 and a credit of RM 3.7 million in 1998.
The Risk Weighted Capital Ratio at 31 December 1998 was 14.1%, comfortably
above the minimum requirement of 8.0% - loan to deposit ratio was 84.6%.
Net interest income was 35% lower in 1998 at RM 55.6 million (1997: RM 86.0
million). The Bank shows Islamic Banking Income as a separate item in its financial
statement. In 1998, this income was RM 8.4 million, 33% lower than the 1997 figure
of RM 12.7 million. Non-interest income at RM 22.9 million was 50% lower than the
1997 figure of RM 45.5 million.
Overhead expenses, at RM 13.0 million were 14% lower than the 1997 figure of RM
15.1, a ratio of expense to net income of 88% in 1998 against 45% in 1997.
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Dealing specifically with the Bank's interest-free banking scheme, this segment of
the business comprised RM 236.9 million in total assets, 6.6% of the Bank's total
assets. This figure is 23% lower then the 1997 figure of RM 307.6 million.
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The Bank operated in an extremely difficult external environment, following the
crises in the Malaysian and other Asian economies that started in July 1997.
Domestic interest rates rose in the first half of the year, and liquidity was tight,
although the situation improved once monetary policy was eased in July 1998.

SHAREHOLDERSFUNDS
Total Liabilities a n d
Shareholders' Funds

Operation of Interest-Free
Banking Scheme ( r m m i l l i o n s )
ASSETS

The Corporate Finance Division successfiilly completed the listing of two companies
on the KL Stock Exchange (Padini Holdings Berhad and Amtek Holdings Berhad)
and advised on several capital raising exercises such as Lion Corporation Berhad's
Bond and Rights Issue of shares of approximately RM 390 million. The Treasury
Division enhanced its depositor base during the year, while the Banking Division
made concerted efforts to consolidate its loan portfolio. Various restructuring and
workout exercises were proposed and implemented. At 31 December 1998, RM 377.4
million of non-performing loan assets had been sold to Pengurusan Danaharta
Nasional Berhad, which significantly improved the non-performing loan position of
the Bank, and strengthened the overall balance sheet and asset quality.

Cash and Short-term

The business plan for 1999 is oriented towards supporting macro-economic policies
of the Government. Growth is planned to cater for the productive sectors of the
economy such as export-oriented activities, industries of national importance,
plantations, agricultural industry and food production and other critical activities. The
bank will continue to maintain a prudent stance in assessing the viability of corporate
lending and advisory activities.
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ABU DHABI
Islamic Project
Finance Sees
Rising Interest
Abdelhak El-Kafsi, managing
director of Bahrain-based Islamic
Finance Consultants, said "Islamic
project finance, still in its infancy, is benefiting from rising interest in Islamic banking in Arab
states, but is largely offered by
conventional banks, with very
few exceptions. Most Islamic project finance has been triggered by
conventional banks with Islamic
capability".
This tended to be more effective as conventional banks usually already had project finance
expertise, he added. El-Kafsi, said
the Islamic project finance industry was tiny, but he expected to
see it grow as uptake of Islamic
banking in general expanded.
Islamic banks do not pay or
charge interest, the core of the
Western banking system, as it is
considered by many Moslems as
usury and therefore banned by
Islamic law or Shariah.
Islamic financial services also
avoid investing in securities, projects, or products banned by Islam,
including those which involve
gambling, alcohol or pork.
"There is a large pool of funds
in this market yearning to be
invested properly and professionally and with a little effort these
resources can be tapped alongside
conventional ones," El-Kafsi said.
Islamic project financiers provide cash by buying a part or
whole of the project before it is
constructed. They then sell or
lease the completed plant, or
other physical asset, back to the
project developer at a premium.
16
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This means the financial institution is physically purchasing an
asset rather than formulating it as
a loan with interest payments.
Majid al-Refai of the
International Investor commented that "it was vital to get the
Sharia experts involved from day
one in any project to avoid hitches later on. The nightmare scenario is that you get to the day of
closing and someone says there's
a "haram" (forbidden) issue and
you can't go ahead,"
El-Kafsi said he envisaged
future demand coming mostly
from the Gulf Arab and North
African countries, but added that
there was still much to learn.
"Contractors have to be
patient and have to accept that
this is still a young industry, so it
could take more time to structure
a deal Islamically than it would
conventionally," he said.
Reuters News Service

BAHRAIN
BNP Sets Up
Islamic Investment
Unit
Banque Nationale de Paris (BNP)
is setting up an Islamic investment division, to capitalise on the
growth in Islamic banking.
The Islamic Investment
Department (IID), said in a bank
statement that the Department
was being created in keeping with
the tremendous growth of BNP's
Bahrain offshore banking unit
(OBU) in recent years and following the successful launch of the
Shield Fund.
BNP Bahrain wishes to capitalise on its recognised position in
various Islamic investments and
Dhu al Qada 1420

extend its range of products and commitment to innovation and development of the Islamic capital markets and
successful association with prime institutions, said fhe statement.
"We are committed to the development of the Islamic capital markets
and will bring BNP's expertise to this
fast developing area," said IID
spokesman Jawad Al Asfoor.
"By co-ordinating all our Islamic
activities within a dedicated unit, we
aim to expand upon our existing services and introduce to our product
range trade finance and leasing this
year."
BNP Bahrain general manager
Jean-Christophe Durand said the
bank placed a high priority on its
Islamic banking activities.
Egyptian Gazette

Banks Agree MultiBillion Dollar Link
A multi-billion-dollar merger has
been agreed in principle between
Bahrain's Al-Ahli Commercial Bank
and the United Bank of Kuwait
(UBK). The agreement is subject to
shareholder approval and to regulatory authorities in Bahrain and the
UK, where UBK is based.
An exchange ratio between bank
shares, based on extensive valuation
analyses, has been agreed. Extraordinary general meetings for both
banks will be held to approve the recommended share exchange ratio and
associated business plans for the
merged institution.
It is proposed that an offshore
banking unit will be formed in
Bahrain into which Al-Ahli and UBK
will merge. Both banks are expected
to retain their names and corporate
identities. A new name for the holding bank will be announced.
It is the degree to which features
of each banks are seen to dovetail,
which has made clear the advantages
to be gained from a merger, say their
chairmen. Al-Ahli offers strong
retail, corporate, treasury and com-

mercial banking interests. UBK has
quality private, investment and
commercial banking operations.
"By merging with UBK, Al-Ahli
will gain access to UBK's excellent
range of private banking. Islamic
banking and trust services, which
can be extended to our customer
base," said Al-Ahli chairman
Mohammed Jalal.
"These include important services and products which we currently do not offer and will give us
access to an international bank
presence in London and New York."
UBK chairman Fahad Al Rajaan
said the bank regarded a linkage
with a commercial banking corporation in the Gulf as a critical next
step in its expansion plans.
"By merging with Al-Ahli, we
see scope for significant volume
increase for our asset management
and private and Islamic banking
interests via the substantial client
base of Al-Ahli in Bahrain and our
joint development of a Gulf-based
marketing infrastructure," he
explained.
Al-Ahli was formed in 1977
and has been one of the fastest
growing commercial banks in
Bahrain. Its net profit for the first
nine months of this year was $119
million (BD44.9m), eight per cent
higher than for the same time period in 1998. Its 1998 assets were
$816m (BD308m).
UBK was established in 1966
and is regulated by the Financial
Services Authority and IMRO. Its
assets at the end of June stood at
$2.5 billion (BD945m). Its net
income for the first six months of
this year was $9.9m (BD3.7m).

Indonesia's central bank has
announced the issue of special
Bank Indonesia promissory notes,
called SWBl, to serve banks operating under Islamic law. Bank
Indonesia Governor Syahril Sabirin
said SWBl had become necessary
with the growing interest in establishing banks operating under the
non-interest Islamic system.
Islamic banks provide loans for
projects on a yield sharing basis
rather than on the basis of interest
payments. Interest is taboo under
Islamic law. Sabirin said the central bank would develop a money
market instrument under Islamic
rule to serve as an instrument for
monetary control, but he could not
provide the date that the new
instrument would be introduced or
details about its mechanism.
Deputy Governor of Bank
Indonesia Subarjo Joyosumarto
said that Islamic banks had been
complaining about the absence of
inter-bank monetary instruments
for Islamic banks. Some Islamic
banks had had difficulty securing
loan funds, while others were
unable to place their excess funds.

Egyptian Gazette

Asia Pulse

KUWAIT
Indonesia to
Launch Promissory
Notes for Islamic
Banking
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New Islamic
Leasing Firm
Launched
A new Islamic leasing firm was
launched in Kuwait with a capital
of $50 million and the participation
of a Japanese firm with a 3% stake.
The paid up capital of the
International Leasing and Investment Company (ILIC), set up by a
group led by the Jeddah based
Islamic Development Bank, could
be doubled to $100 million at a
later stage.
Reuters

LEBANON
Interest-Free Bank
Planned
Allied Business Bank plans to
launch a campaign early this year
to promote new products - conventional and Islamic. The bank wants
to familiarise the public with
Islamic banking before offering
credit facilities based on Islamic
principles, including the prohibition of interest in financial transactions.
Habib Abu Fadll, managing
director of the bank, will travel to
Arab Gulf states in a few months to
attract more funding for Allied's
Islamic deposits. Allied also plans
to launch new, interest-based educational and housing loan programs. The bank made a net profit
of $2.5 million in 1999, up from
$1.8 million the previous year.
The Daily Star, Beirut, Lebanon
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THE MIDDLE EAST
First Islamic Credit
Card to be Issued
Shortly
The Arab Islamic Banking Corporation will issue the first Islamic
credit card by the end of the first
quarter of 2000. The new Islamic
credit card will replace ordinary
credit cards, which are rejected by
the Bank's customers due to the use
of interest. The Bank has obtained
the necessary permits from related
Islamic legislative bodies to issue
the new credit card.
IPR Strategic Business
Information Database

PAKISTAN
$335,000 BioFertilizer Project
Okayed
Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
has approved $335,000 of financing for a Bio-Fertilizer project in
Pakistan. The project titled " Use of
Bio-fertilizer for
Increasing
Sustainable Crop Production in
Muslin Countries and establishment of Bio-fertilizer of Resource
Centre ( BIRCEN)" will be set up at
National Institute for Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering
(NIBGE), Faisalabad.
IDB will provide US$ 300,000
for purchase of equipment for
BIRCEN project. Another US$
35,000 will be provided for networking, publications and communication/information. IDB Board
of Executive Directors (BED) has
approved the funding for the project under its Technical Assistance
(Grant) Programme. As far as train18
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ing of the scientists from other IDB
member countries is concerned it
would be financed under IDE's
Technical Cooperation Programme
(TCP), says a press release.
This is a multi country project
with the objective to exploit biofertilizer technology for development of sustainable agriculture in
Muslim countries. Participating
countries are Bangladesh, Egypt,
Pakistan, Senegal and Uzbekistan.
The project objectives will be met
by strengthening the research
capabilities and supporting research
a development on bio-fertilizer in
the participating laboratories.
In addition, large scale bio-fertilizer production technology and
quality control protocols and standards will be developed. Assistance
will be provided for setting up
small business establishment ft
commercialization of bio-fertilizers.
The Project was prepared by Dr.
Kauser Abdulla Malik as Principal
Investigator; former Director
General, NIBGE and the incumbent
Chairman, Pakistan Agriculture
Research Council (PARC). It was
submitted for funding to IDB
through OIC Ministerial Committee
on Science and Technology (COMSTECH) wits its headquarters here
in Islamabad.
The Project in is one out of
seven such proposals submitted by
COMSTECH, received from Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Pakistan
(two) Senegal and Turkey. Four
out of seven projects are on application of Bio- fertilizer in various
Muslim countries. The other project submitted from Pakistan is on
Installation of CAD Systems for
Development of Textile Industry.
In total COMSTECH has submitted 28 Science and Technology
projects received from Islamic
countries to IDB for funding. It is
a unique initiative of its kind by
COMSTECH that such a large number of projects have been got prepared and submitted for financing.
There was consensus that a
great deal of emphasis should be
placed on mutual collaboration on
common projects which can greatly
benefit form interaction among the
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researchers involved. Three other
projects on bio-fertilizer have been
submitted by Bangladesh, Egypt
and Senegal to IDB for funding
through COMSTECH. The COMSTECH has requested Dr. Kauser
Abdulla malik. Chairman, PARC to
contact the researchers from these
Muslim countries for the development of future plans and strategy
in this extremely important area of
agricultural research.
The Dawn Newspaper

Pak to Promote
Shari'ah-compliant
Financing Through
Mudarabah
The Securities and Exchange
Commission of Pakistan (SECP) has
announced its plan to develop a
new regulatory framework for
Mudarabah (trust financing) to promote Islamic modes of financing.
The prudential regulations for
Mudarabah are meant to remove
the existing difficulties in the functioning of the Mudarabah, which
are not deposit-taking institutions
but only engaged in leasing and
trade activities. Shamim Ahmed
Khan, chairman of SECP, said that
the new rales, which would also
facilitate the need of prospective
mergers in the Mudarabah sector,
would be announced shortly.
At a briefing at the Mudarabah
Association of Pakistan (MAP), it
was noted that the operational
aspects of the Mudarabah were not
covered by the existing regulations. The new regulations for
Mudarabah aim to address the risk
management issues, specific to this
sector, as the pradential regulations of the State Bank of Pakistan
for non-bank financial institutions
(NBFIs) were not relevant to the
operational requirements of the
Mudarabah.
The meeting also reviewed the
performance of this sector during
last year. The SECP and MAP have
been working on developing a set
of rales for the Mudarabah since

last year. However, the need was
felt to promote this important
Shari'ah-compliant mode after the
recent judgement of the Supreme
Court of Pakistan.
Discussing new regulations, it
was noted that the existing regulations required Mudarabah to Invest
in the stock market for meeting
satisfactory liquidity requirements.
But experience shows that these
regulations had contributed to
weaken Mudarabah. However,
Mudarabah issuing "Musharika
Certificate" will be subject to maintaining a redemption resource
fund, which will adequately meet
the requirements of liquidity.
The registrar of Mudarabah was
given the authority to issue
Musharika Certificate to none of
them except Grindlays Mudarabah
because of the existing regulations.
The religious board had also
favoured the amended rules. The
new regulations had introduced an
element of accountability in the
management of the Mudarabah
towards certificate-holders.
It was also decided that an annual review meeting of the Mudarabah
certificate-holders be held and a
management set up to review the
performance of the Mudarabah. The
annual meeting would enable the
certificate-holders to discuss the
investment policy and other operational matters of the Mudarabah.
During the review of the
Mudarabah performance, it was
noted that the overall performance
of the sector for the year 1999 was
very satisfactory. At present, there
are 48 Mudarabah quoted on the
stock exchanges, of which 25 have
declared cash dividend. The aggregate paid-up capital of the
Mudarabah was Rs8.1 billion. The
aggregate dividend paid in cash
amounts to Rs580 million, with an
average rate of 7.17 percent. The
mutual funds' dividend percentage
comes to 6.9 percent and that of
leasing companies comes to 6.78
percent. The investment banks'
dividend amounted to 6.7 percent.
Taking into account the current
discount market rate, the average
yield of Mudarabah sector comes to

25.44 percent as compared to the
mutual funds (16.88 percent), leasing companies (19.25 percent) and
investment banks (13.75 percent).
The Commission observed that
the tax concessions granted to
Mudarabah upon distribution of
profits to its shareholders had
helped increase the cash dividends.
SECP maintained that the new
rules would start a healthy competition in the sector.

encourage this kind of financing.
Besides, some bankers commented that the Modarabas have
no significant presence in the
market and have no major role in
any kind of economic activities in
the country.
"It may help Modarabas to
grow but it does not have much
potential to enlarge its activities,"
commented a seasoned banker.
Business Recorder

Islamic Financial Data
Services Limited

Pak Fed Govt
Constitute High
Level Shariah
Commission

Bank Loans to
Modarabas: State
Bank approval not
required anymore

In compliance with the decision of
the Shariah Appellate Bench of the
Supreme Court of Pakistan of
December 23, 1999, the Eederal
government of Pakistan has constituted an 11 member high level commission in the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP), who are fully
empowered to carry out, control and
supervise the process of transformation of the existing financial system
to one conforming to the Shariah.
According to the SBP press
release, the Commission is headed
by Mr I. A. Hanfi, a former
Governor of the SBP. Members of
the Ex-officio members of the commission are Mr Muhammad Yunus
Khan, Additional Secretary, Finance
division. Chairman Securities and
Exchange Commission of Pakistan
and Mr Ashraf Janjua, Chief
Economic Adviser of SBP.
Other members of the commission are: Mr Salman Shah, an
Economist, Dr Pervez Hasan,
Advocate, Maulana Rafi Usmani,
Islamic Scholar, Mr Zakir
Mahmood, President Designate,
Habib Bank Limited, Mr Amar
Zafar Khan, President Designate,
United Bank Limited and Mr S.
Mohammed Husain, Chartered
Account. Dr Fahim Khan of
Islamic Development Bank will act
as Member/Secretary of the
Commission.

Banks have been allowed grant of
the financing facility to Modaraba
companies without getting prior
clearance from the State Bank of
Pakistan. Earlier, the banks were
bound to get written permission
from the State Bank before granting financing facility to (whether
fund-based or non-fund based)
Modaraba.
"The matter has been reviewed
and it has been decided that banks
shall no longer require prior clearance of State Bank, in respect of
Modaraba having a credit rating of
B-3 and above, while extending
financing facilities to them
(whether fund based or otherwise),"
said a circular issued by State Bank
It further said that the bank's
exposure should be effectively
secured and other prudential regulations and instructions issued by
State Bank from time to time should
be duly observed. In other cases
banks will, however, continue to
seek prior clearance of State Bank
in terms of instructions contained in
the circular of September 3,1996.
Bankers feel that the step has
been taken in the light of Supreme
Court's decision regarding the
interest-free banking and economy. Since Modaraba provides
Islamic mode of financing, the
State Bank has taken the step to
19
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Islamic Banking
Ruling Sparks
Concerns
The move to an interest-free
Islamic banking system is fraught
with anticipated difficulties and
could further damage the countiy's
credibility in the eyes of investors,
Pakistan's bankers say.
A ruling in late December by
the Supreme Court requires the
government to restrict all interestbearing transactions by the middle
of 2001. The ruling will mean
replacing the entire financial edifice of the country, which is based
on interest. It is driven by the view
that the local banking system is
un-Islamic due to its practice of
usury, which is prohibited by the
Quran. A system where depositors
assume the role of partners in
investments and share loss and
profit is encouraged instead.
Several
Islamically-based
financial institutions operate in the
region, but no banking system is
completely interest-free. Bankers
express several concerns about the
practicalities of the shift. "The
moving of the country's entire
financial system towards a profitsharing/return formula is unprecedented," says Ibrahim Masud, head
of research at Khadim Ali Shah
Bukhari. "It calls for completely
different standards than those
under a normal banking framework. The lack of expertise is a
major cause for concern."
Analysts say it is unclear how
existing debt instruments with
long-term maturifies will be dealt
with under the new system, especially federal investment bonds
(FIBs), many of which have sixseven years to mature. It is also
unclear how banking transactions
outside Pakistan such as official
loans and export/import credits
will be treated given that lenders
would be unlikely to agree to
switch to non-interest bearing
instruments. "The move to interestfree banking would create numerous difficulties for international
banking relationships and it would
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be problematic to have two parallel
domestic and external financial
systems," says Masud.
Bankers say that the transition
to an Islamic financial system
could also knock foreign investor
confidence. The country, whose
combined foreign and domestic
debt is almost equivalent to its
annual gross domestic product
(GDP), can ill afford to lose further
international capital flows. Its liquid reserves are enough to finance
less than two months of its
imports. "The domestic financial
system and its access to international capital have already been
devastated by its numerous political and economic problems. A
revised interest-free banking controversy will do further damage,"
says Taurus Securities.
Many are sceptical that the
Supreme Court's 18-month deadline will be met. "In two-three
years, we could see the emergence
of more equity-based mutual funds
and other Islamic savings instruments, but it is doubtful the entire
system would conform to Sharia
principles," says one banker.

Middle East Economic Digest

USA
US-based Ameen
Housing Co-op to
expand membership
deposits to purchase
more homes
Ameen Housing Co-operative
(AHC), an interest-free housing
project in California, provides
low risk, non-interest based
investment opportunities, as well
as the means of owning "residential housing" for people who do
not believe in interest-based
financing.
Dhu al Qada 1420

Modelled on the Canada-based
Toronto Housing Co-operative,
which itself started out as a modest
two-page document promoted
through a cable television programme, AHC began with a nucleus of 30 members.
"Although the initial reaction
in the Muslim community was
favourable, things were slow to
move," says Manzoor Ghori,
founder president of AHC. "This is
mainly because we are so used to
conventional banks," he continued.
Today, AHC has around 130
members and about nine houses to
its credit. "Our performance is as
good as a co-operative," Mr. Ghori
says, adding that every year, AHC
was given seven to eight percent
dividend, consistently more than
any US bank. AHC, which derives
its income from the monthly rent
collected on properties, whose
titles it holds, and the percentage
of appreciation (or depreciation) on
properties as described in the cooperative's regulation at the time
of title transfer to the land deed
owner and membership fees, distributes dividends bi-annually
after covering operational costs.
AHC, which has a web page and
its own newsletter, is a step forward towards achieving the
American Muslims' dream of owning a "riba-less (interest-free)
house." Mr. Ghori, however, is far
from satisfied. "AHC's future plans
are to expand and increase membership deposits so that more
homes can be purchased, Inshaallah," he said.
Islamic Financial Data
Services Limited
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